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Zika virus (ZIKV) is a threat to humanity, and understanding its neuroinvasiveness is a ma-

jor challenge. Microcephaly observed in neonates in Brazil is associated with ZIKV that

belongs to the Asian lineage. What distinguishes the neuroinvasiveness between the RNA

lineages from Asia and Africa is still unknown. Here we identify an aspect that may explain

the different behavior between the two lineages. The distinction between the two groups is

the occurrence of an alternative protein NS1’ (ZIKV-NS1’), which happens through a pseu-
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doknot in the virus RNA that induces a ribosomal frameshift. Presence of NS1’ protein

is also observed in other Flavivirus that are neuroinvasive, and when NS1’ production is

suppressed, neuroinvasiveness is reduced.1 This evidence gives grounds to suggest that the

ZIKV-NS1’ occurring in the Asian lineage is responsible for neuro-tropism, which causes the

neuro-pathologies associated with ZIKV infection, of which microcephaly is the most dev-

astating. The existence of ZIKV-NS1’, which only exists in the Asian lineage, was inferred

through bioinformatic methods, and it has yet to be experimentally observed. If its occur-

rence is confirmed, it will be a potential target in fighting the neuro-diseases associated with

ZIKV.

Zika virus (ZIKV) is an Arbovirus belonging to the Flaviviridae family and Flavivirus genus

like Dengue virus (DENV), West of Nile virus (WNV), Yellow Fever virus (YFV) and Japanese

encephalitis virus (JEV). The ZIKV genome is similar to other viruses in the Flavivirus genus and

encodes three structural proteins and seven non-structural (NS) proteins.2 ZIKV was first isolated

in Africa,3 and subsequently an Asian lineage was also reported.4, 5 Neurological complications

such as Guillain-Barré syndrome in adults in French Polynesia and microcephaly in newborns in

Brazil were associated with the Asian ZIKV lineage.6–8 There is well-known evidence of neurolog-

ical problems associated with Flavivirus genus.9 In particular, for JEV and WNV, the production of

an eleventh protein related to the viral neuroinvasiveness was observed, the NS1’.1, 10 This protein

was first observed in the 80s in JEV-infected cells,11 and its production mechanism was recently

discovered.10 NS1’ is produced as the result of a -1 ribosomal frameshift at the 5’ end of the

NS2A coding sequence, which consists of the NS1 protein with the addition of 52 more residues.12
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The -1 ribosomal frameshift occurs through a pseudoknot formation preceded by a ‘slippery’ hep-

tanucleotide, which is followed by a ‘spacer’ region.13 This mechanism is also observed in other

viruses.14

Here, using bioinformatic approaches, we investigated the likelihood of a ribosomal frameshift

occurrence in ZIKV, which may account for the translation of a NS1’ protein. 29 different Zika

virus gene sequences from GenBank15 were analyzed, of which 15 were from Asian lineage and

14 from African lineage. Probing for the conditions for the occurrence of a ribosomal frameshift, a

‘slippery’ heptanucleotide CCCAAAU and a pseudoknot formation propensity in a position near the

extremity of the NS1 gene of ZIKV was observed. These features allow the ribosomal frameshift

to happen in ZIKV, in similar positions to those occurring in JEV and WNV. This frameshift

occurrence in ZIKV was observed in all Asian lineage sequences but not in African lineage se-

quences. The Brazil strain in which microcephaly cases were observed comes from the Asian

lineage.16, 17 On the other hand, no cases of microcephaly associated with the ZIKV African lin-

eage were reported.18

The predicted -1 frameshift in the ZIKV RNA code is located at nucleotide position 794 in

the NS1 region, allowing a translation of 40 different residues until the stop codon UAA appears at

nucleotide position 913 after the occurrence of the frameshift. The translated ZIKV-NS1’ protein

has 303 residues with ∼35 kDa of molecular weight. ZIKV-NS1’ is 49 residues smaller than the

NS1 protein, and both proteins are similar in residue sequence until position 263, but after this

position the residue sequences are completely different. The ZIKV-NS1’ amino acid sequence
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based on the KU321639 Genbank entry is: GCSVDFSKKETRCGTGVFVYNDVEAWRDRY

KYHPDSPRRLAAAVKQAWEDGICGISSVSRMENIMWRSVEGELNAILEENGVQLTVVV

GSVKNPMWRGPQRLPVPVNELPHGWKAWGKSHFVRAAKTNNSFVVDGDTLKECPLK

HRAWNSFLVEDHGFGVFHTSVWLKVREDYSLECDPAVIGTAVKGKEAVHSDLGYWIE

SEKNDTWRLKRAHLIEMKTCEWPKSHTLWTDGIEESDLIIPKSLAGPLSHHNTREGYRT

QMKARGGNMWNKRTISEINHCKRKGDRGMVLQGVHNAPTVVPG, in which the bold

part of the sequence is associated with the 40 residues that are translated after the pseudoknot,

and they are nearly identical (two different AA at the most) for all ZIKV Asian sequences. The

results, along with experimental evidence from JEV and WNV studies,1, 10 suggest that the Asian

lineage ZIKV RNA has the essential characteristics to produce the pseudoknot, which allows for a

ribosomal frameshift to produce the unexpected ZIKV-NS1’ protein. Moreover, the appearance of

ZIKV-NS1’ protein may be associated with the neuroinvasiveness of ZIKV, and may be related to

microcephaly in neonates.

Studies in JEV and WNV show that the addition of mutations in nucleotide which makes it

difficult for the pseudoknot in viral RNA to form, correlates with the reduction of neuroinvasive-

ness in mice.1, 19, 20 It is plausible to assume that ZIKV neuroinvasiveness may be related to the

occurrence of ZIKV-NS1’, just like to the NS1’ observed in JEV and WNV. ZIKV-NS1’ is ex-

pected to be rarely expressed, similarly to NS1’ for JEV and WNV, but should be experimentally

detectable in a straightforward manner.

A recent study of ZIKV with x-ray crystallography showed pseudoknot formation in its RNA,
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and these structures were associated with exonuclease Xrn1 resistance, which also points to the

importance of fully understanding pseudoknot formation and function.21 Experimental groups with

the necessary expertise are urged to validate this conjecture. The corroboration of the existence of

ZIKV-NS1’ protein may open a window of opportunity in the understanding of its relationship with

microcephaly and ZIKV neuroinvasiveness, as well as in the development of drugs and vaccines

with this specific target.

Methods

The frameshift mechanism consists of a ‘slippery’ heptanucleotide followed by a ‘spacer’ region

of 5-9 nucleotides and then a stable RNA secondary structure such as a pseudoknot. The ‘slip-

pery’ heptanucleotide consensus sequence is NNNWWWH, where NNN are any three identical

nucleotides, WWW represents AAA or UUU and H represents A, C or U.14 The 29 studied gene

sequences of Zika virus were obtained from GenBank,15 being 15 from Asian lineage: KU497555,

KU729218, KU321639, KU729217, KU365778, KU365777, KU365780, KU365779, KU707826,

KJ776791, KU922923, KU922960, KU820899, KU744693, KU963796 and 14 from the African

lineage: KF268948, KF268950, KF268949, AY632535, LC002520, HQ234501, HQ234500, KF383117,

NC 012532, KF383118, KF383115, KF383119, DQ859059, KF383121. All possible ‘slippery’

heptanucleotide combinations were exhausted constructed and performed in R environment22 ver-

sion 3.3.2. The formation of pseudoknot structures was analyzed using pKiss tool 23 from nu-

cleotide sequence: GGCCAUGGCACAGUGAAGAGCUUGAAAUUCGGUUUGAGGAAUG

CCCAGGCACUAAGGUC and structure [[[[............((((((((..((((........))))...))))))))..]]]]. All se-
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quence alignments were executed using the MUSCLE algorithm24 from Bioinformatic toolkit web

server.25
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